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The Shelter Sky Kent Harouf novel describes a season of change large and small in the city of Plains Colorado. Related Link First Chapter: Plainsong PLAINSONG Kent Harouf. 301 pages New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 24 years old. Ayr was this man Tom Guthrie . . . That's how Kent Harouf begins the first sentence of his
new novel, Plainsong, rather than until the last sentence, about 300 pages later, he allows himself a rhetorical flourish so expressed. Still, from simple strands of language and cutting to speak, from the gaze of the high plains of Colorado east of Denver to the place where Nebraska and Kansas meet, Haruf has made the
novel so foursquare, so delicately and beautifully, that he has the power to elevate the reader. This man Guthrie; his two boys, Ike and Bobby; pregnant teenager named Victoria Rubido, locked from her home by her mother; The old unmarried brothers McFeron, Harold and Raymond who take her in - these and a woman
named Maggie Jones and the small town of Holt are the world of 'Plainsong.' The name clearly hints at these unadorned lives and the unadorned manner of Haruf's storytelling. But it is important not to make a mistake in the simplicity of this narrative behind the minimalism, which has become a familiar strain in American
fiction. Minimalism was often something of an emotional stunt, a conclusion, shy on the part of the narrator. The piercing of minimalist silence is one of contempt, irony, at least, a decoration of the author's autonomy. Nothing could be less than Plainsong. Harouf does not allow irony - and yet does not call humor because he never leaves these characters or the country in which they live. In order to bring them to life, deep recognition is implied. At times, the proposal almost offers Flannery O'Connor if she got a dry wind in the lungs and a glimpse of an open country where Providence was not so impregnable. But prose and
worldview are always Haruf's own. As he works, Harouf is willing to offer faint omens of what lies ahead, something inexplicable in anticipation in the air, but he will not reach back in time. When 'Plainsong' begins, Guthrie's wife, Ella, lies disturbed, disturbed, in the guest bedroom as she for weeks, perhaps months,
caught up in a kind of nervous anomaly for which there is no explanation - no last thing is needed. When Victoria's mother locks her daughter, she does so in a non-interference revenge to Victoria's absent father. Maggie Jones, who has been taking Victoria for days, explains that because Victoria wants to save the baby
she will need to start seeing Dr Martin. Victoria asks if there is a female doctor she could go to: Not here. Not in Holt. Maybe I could go to another city. Maggie Jones said. Victoria. Listen to me. You're here now. That's where you are. And that's where 'Plainsong' does its thing, in the immediate swoop of time between
early autumn, when Victoria realizes she's pregnant, and the late spring of next year. When he turned back to the bed, he saw a change in their faces that they woke up now. He went into the hall again past the closed door and into the bathroom and shaved and washed his face and returned to the bedroom at the front
of the house, whose tall windows overlooked the railway and took out his shirt and trousers from the closet and put them on the bed and took off his robe and dressed. When he returned to the hallway, he heard them talking in his room, their voices thin and clear, already discussing something, first one, then another, an
intermittent, early morning question-fact of the voices of the little boys from the presence of adults. He went downstairs. - From the first chapter of Plainsong a lot happens. Ella Guthrie goes to a rented house on Chicago Street, and then to her sister's apartment in Denver. Maggie Jones, whose senile father also lives
with her, takes Victoria to a ranch southeast of the city to stay with the McFeron brothers. Victoria also goes to Denver in the company of a boy who made her pregnant - a mistake she quickly realizes, and just as quickly corrects. Ike and Bobby, only 10 and 9 years old, watch their mother retreat. They witness almost all
the killings of the flesh a small town has to offer. Guthrie, a teacher, is confused in the life of a lying, spoiled, bullying student. The horse dies from a twisted gut, inexplicably (as horses die from twisted guts). The man sitting in Chute Bar and Grill tells Guthrie, My mom says it's a lesson in everything you do if you just
have eyes to see it, but he seems to speak for himself, not for Harouf. Although all this is happening, autumn turns into winter, into a deeper winter and then finally in spring. Holt is showing himself. There is an old, more established part, then three blocks of Main Street and the north side where houses were smaller with
frequent wastelands between them, where houses were painted blue or yellow or pale green and perhaps chickens in the back lot in wire handles and here and there dogs on chains, as well as car body rusts among cheetweed and redroot under low hanging trees. In Harouf's hands, every part of the city rises in its
identity, but no less than the country around it. Fugue on the weather and light plays throughout the novel, so when Victoria, returning from Denver by bus, looks through the passing landscape, it feels like a grand summation of what the reader now knows, as well as what Victoria feels: The bus went on and they crossed
into Holt County, country flat and sandy again, delayed stands of trees in isolated farmhouses, the gravel section of roads running exactly north and south like lines drawn in children's book pictures and four-strand fences rim mound ditches, and now there were cows with fresh calves on pastures behind barbed wire
fences and here and there the red mare with a new foal, and away to the south that looked blue, like plums. Winter wheat was the only real green one. Victoria is a wonderful creation, waking up at last as Maggie puts it, in the sense of where she is. It turns out to be with the McFeron brothers, who have it equal in
strength and softness, though flummoxed at first the notion of teenage girls with ideas in their heads you and I can't even imagine. Unconscious antiquity of manners, a kind of outdated punctualism, is mixed in their lives with the inanimate frankness of the ranch, which in their usual work sometimes find themselves deep
in the back of a cow, feeling calf. But their respect for Victoria is almost reverent, little different from what Ike and Bobby can feel. (Ike and Bobby seem to actually be like McFerons in training.) This respect, as well as the innate, often comic decency of the McPherons, is offered in the way they enter Victoria's hospital
room, where she waits to give birth: They came in very quietly and circumspectly, carrying hats in hand, as if they were attending some official occasions or entering some religious services for which they were late because of circumstances beyond their control. There is no reason, no reason for the Macpherson decision
to offer Victoria a home. They only discuss it after the hassle, after chopping the ice out of a horse tank, long after Maggie Jones, who put the idea in their heads, returned to the city. When the two men finally collide with each other, only a thin purple streak of light showed up in the west on the low horizon. Both Harold
and Raymond know what they're going to do, but Harold still says, Why the hell look at us. The old men are alone. The dilapidated old bachelors are here in the country 17 miles from the nearest town that don't make up much of a good thing, even when you get there. Think of us. Crochet and ignorant. Lonely.
Independent. Set in all our respects. How are you going to change now, at this age of life? It's the triumph of 'Plainsong' that here, where the novel turns out and the reader may have felt the author's hands squeezing lapels, you feel instead that the McFerons' self-discovery - their apparent intention to change without
knowing why - passes easily into their own self-discovery. You are convinced that if there really was Holt, Colorado, this is how things would be in this city, truant and forgive at the same time. A wave of judgments washed away here, a world that is just what it is, with life to be made or squandered as they will. Verlin
Klinkenborg writes editorials for The Times. He is the author of Creating a Hay and The Last Great Time. Back to the books Home Of Plainsong AuthorKent HarufCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenreFictionPublisherAlfred A. KnopfPublication DateOccelment 1999Smedy typePrint (hardback ) Pages3017540618-2OCLC4127272953Dewey Decimal813/.54 21LC ClassPS3558.A716 P58 1999 Plainsong is a bestselling kent Haruf. Located in the fictional town of Holt, Colorado, it tells the interconnected stories of some residents. The name comes from the type of unadorned music sung in Christian churches, and is a
reference to both the setting of the Great Plains and the simple style of writing. The novel was adapted in 2004 into the Hallmark Hall of Fame television movie on CBS. This is the first of the trilogy, the other two novels Eventide and Benediction. The plot summary of the book follows several stories of families in a small
town in eastern Colorado. Maggie is the link between many other characters and strands of the novel. She introduces Victoria to the McFeron brothers, and has a romantic relationship with Tom. The central characters are Tom Guthrie, a history teacher whose wife is increasingly distant and dismayed. Ike and Bobby,
Tom's little sons, who are struggling with the rejection of their mother. Victoria Rubido, one of Tom's teenage students. When Victoria became pregnant, her alcoholic mother forced her to leave the house. Maggie Jones lets her live with her until she is frightened by Jones's senile father. She later lives with the McFerons.
Raymond and Harold McFeron, bachelor farmers who give Victoria a home and take care of her. Maggie Jones, another schoolteacher at a local school that first takes in Victoria, but Victoria is leaving because of the behavior of Maggie's father. The critical reception of The New York Times called his novel so four-quad,
so delicate and wonderful that it has the power to elevate the reader. And Salon described reading the book as like being in a skillfully manned little plane, being low and smooth over the suddenly wondrous world below. Plainsang won the Mountains and Plains Award, the Maria Thomas Prize in Fiction and was a finalist
for the National Book Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Award and the New Yorker Book Award. Links to a b c Klinkenborg, Verlin (October 3, 1999). The sky is hidden. The New York Times. External Links Meet the Writers: Kent Haruf Barnes and Noble Profile and Interview Book Review: Plainsong Salon.com, by
Maria Russo, October 18, 1999, derived from the book (novel) -oldid-966114339 (novel) plainsong kent haruf summary. plainsong kent haruf pdf. plainsong kent haruf review. plainsong kent haruf movie. plainsong kent haruf book review. plainsong kent haruf audiobook. plainsong kent haruf sparknotes. plainsong kent
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